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FILES 

12:45 – 1:30pm 
 

1. KSAM/MPE Dictionary defined files.   

  How can the dictionary defined KSAM/MPE files be accessed? 

From the DataExpress main menu, follow these steps: 

3: CREATE a new procedure 

1: Use HP DICTIONARY definitions 

3: Use KSAM/MPE file definitions 

At the next screen, either list the names of the KSAM or MPE files and select from the 

list or, if you know the filename, choose the option to select the specific KSAM or MPE 

filename. 

 

Once you have selected the file you wish to use, a list of field names for the file will be 

displayed.  From this point forward, choose the desired fields and create the procedure 

as usual. 

 

  Where do the Dictionary defined KSAM/MPE files come from? 

Dictionary-defined, pre-generated KSAM and MPE files are either populated with data by 

online screen processes or during batch processing (running jobs).  During the process 

of writing the program for the online screen processing or job development, the 

command to save the file and define it in the dictionary is issued.  Not all files are saved.  

Some are used for the process and then purged as part of the program. 

 

  What do the letter suffixes at the end of the filenames mean? 

A suffix of W (working) on an MPE filename indicates a working file that is temporary  

and is usually purged during the job process. These purged files cannot be used in 

DataExpress.  There are exceptions to the “W” suffix rule.  A file that was once purged 

and has since been changed to a ‘save’ file may still have the “W” suffix.  Examples of 

files that used to be working files but are now saved files include the annual financial 

statement file GA1409W, and the unofficial enrollment file BM1741W. 

 

A suffix of S (saved) on an MPE file generally indicates an extract that creates a saved  

or sorted file. It is best to review the associated job documentation to determine 

whetheror not there is going to be an extract. Many S (saved) files can be accessed 

using DataExpress. However, remember that the data will be reflective of the 

parameters defined by the job scheduling process. 
 

A suffix of D (data) means that the file is a KSAM file.  With a KSAM file, there are 

actually two pieces:  the keyed file and the data file.  Nearly all KSAM files are accessible 

via DataExpress. 

  

  How can you tell which files are accessible in DataExpress? 

First check the associated job documentation.  It will generally state that the job creates 

extract file <filename>.  If you are still unsure, write a simple DataExpress procedure 

that accesses just the file of interest.  If you get an error stating that no such file exists, 

the file is a purge file.  If you get a message stating that there are zero records, then 

the file is likely a valid save file, but the associated job has not been run to populate the 

file with records.  And, if your procedure returns an extract of data, the file is definitely 

an accessible saved and defined file. 
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  Which files are most commonly used for DataExpress report writing? 

 

APP FILE TYPE FILE NAME FILE TITLE 
FMS MPEF BA1290S BUDGET/ACCOUNTING REPORT FILE 

FMS MPEF BA1292S BUDGET DEVELOPMENT ACCOUNT EXTRACT 

FMS MPEF BA1301S BUDGET INITIALIZATION FILE 

FMS KSAM BM1631D CUSTOMER ID CHANGE LOG FILE 

FMS KSAM BM1745D HOPE SCHOLARSHIP EXTRACT FILE 

FMS MPEF BM1747S HOPE SCHOLARSHIP 1098-T EXTRACT FILE 

FMS MPEF BM2305S OPENING TRANSACTIONS - ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 

FMS KSAM CR2128D FAE BEGINNING BALANCE FILE 

FMS MPEF GA1300S GENERAL LEDGER SUMMARY REPORT FILE 

FMS MPEF GA1301S GENERAL LEDGER DETAIL REPORT FILE 

FMS MPEF GA1402S OPENING TRANSACTIONS - GENERAL LEDGER 

FMS MPEF GA1420S CLOSE/OPEN XREF FILE 

FMS MPEF GA1901S CHART OF ACCOUNTS TABLE MAINTENANCE LOG 

FMS MPEF MM2001S VENDOR MAINTENANCE LOG FILE 

FMS KSAM MM2003D MWBE CLASSIFICATION TABLE 

FMS KSAM MM2004D MWBE CONTRACTING CLASS TABLE 

FMS KSAM MM2102D MWBE VENDOR DETAIL FILE 

FMS KSAM MM2103D 1099 CLASSIFICATION TABLE FILE 

FMS MPEF MM2103SX 1099 CLASS COLUMN HEADINGS 

FMS KSAM MM2104D 1099 VENDOR DETAIL FILE 

FMS MPEF MM5001S LAND LOG FILE 

FMS MPEF MM5002S FACILITIES LOG FILE 

FMS MPEF MM5011S EQUIPMENT LOG FILE 

PPMS MPEF PS0100S EMPLOYEE CHANGE FILE 

PPMS MPEF PS0205S PERSONNEL ACTION FORM REQUEST FILE 

PPMS MPEF PS0210S BENEFITS COVERAGE LETTER REQUEST FILE 

PPMS MPEF PS1019S LEAVE ACTIVITY FILE 

PPMS MPEF PS2100S LEAVE ACCRUAL TRANSACTION FILE 

PPMS MPEF PS4015S COURSE SCHEDULE LOG FILE 

PPMS MPEF PS4030S EMPLOYEE CONTRACT EXTRACT 

PPMS MPEF PS4050S COURSE SCHEDULING LOG FILE 

PP/SM KSAM CR6210D QUARTERLY STAFF FILE FOR MIS 6/2 MATCH 

SMS MPEF SM4002S DELETED BIOGRAGPHIC RECORDS IN STU-ENR-TRNS-D 

SMS MPEF SM4300S EXCESS ENROLLMENT FILE 

SMS MPEF SR2201S MIS2 FILE 

SMS MPEF BM1741W UNOFFICIAL ENROLLMENT FILE 
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2. Output file format options.  What do they all mean? 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Explanation of output options.  Shaded options are those most commonly used. 

1.  Data extract either prints 

to the screen, a local printer, 

or a network printer. 

11.  NOT AVAILABLE 21.  MPE file format.  Saves 

output as ASCII file with SD 

(self-describing) labels.  

This file format does not 

contain the field edit mask 

information. 

2.  Saves data extract as a 

non-keyed flat file with 

decimal precision & edit 

masks.  Use when file will 

contain few records and will 

stand alone or link to just 

one other file or dataset. 

12.  NOT AVAILABLE 22.  Stores data extract in 

a binary format file. 
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3.  Saves output as ASCII 

undelimited file with SD (self-

describing) labels.  Numerics 

are left justified. 

13. Used for importing data 

to dBase. 

23.  Saves output as ASCII 

undelimited file.  This file 

format does not contain the 

field edit mask information.  

4.  Saves output as ASCII 

undelimited file with SD (self-

describing) labels.  Numerics 

are left justified. 

14.  Saves output as R:Base 

format.  Competitor of dBase. 

24.  Saves output as 

EBCDIC undelimited file. 

5.  NOT AVAILABLE 15.  Used for importing data 

to WordPerfect v4.2.  Will 

also import data to MSWord.   

25.  Stores data extract in 

a binary format file.  This is 

a keyed file that loses edit 

masks and decimal 

precision.   

6.  Saves output as ASCII 

undelimited file with SD (self-

describing) labels.  Numerics 

are left justified. 

16.  Used for importing data 

to WordPerfect v5.0.  Will 

also import data to MSWord. 

26.  Stores data extract in 

a binary format file with SD 

(self-describing) labels.  

This is a keyed file that 

loses edit masks and 

decimal precision.  Use 

when extract file contains 

large amounts of records 

and will link to or from 

multiple files. 

7.  Saves output as ASCII 

undelimited file with SD (self-

describing) labels.  Numerics 

are left justified.   

17.  NOT AVAILABLE 27.  Produces an Excel 

SYLK file.  Most commonly 

used to download to PC to 

be used in MS Excel. 

8.  Saves output as ASCII 

undelimited file with SD (self-

describing) labels.  Numerics 

are left justified. 

18.  Produces a file that can 

be downloaded to the PC and 

imported into the SPSS 

software for statistical 

analysis. 

28.  Produces a 

spreadsheet format that 

can be retrieved directly by 

Lotus 1-2-3.  Contains field 

headings, summary lines, 

and dates formatted for 

Lotus display and 

calculation. 

9.  Lotus 1-2-3 compatible 

format file used for importing 

data to dBase. 

19.  Data Interchange File.  

This is the standard “self-

defining” ASCII text file used 

by many PC-based programs.  

The format is also compatible 

with HP3000 spreadsheet 

programs. 

29.  Produces a dBase 

database.  Most commonly 

used to download extracts 

to PC for use in MS Access. 

10.  Spreadsheet format that 

can be retrieved directly by 

Lotus 1-2-3.  They contain 

field headings, summary lines 

and dates formatted for Lotus 

display and calculation. 

20.  MPE file format that 

stores data extract in a 

binary format file with SD 

(self-describing) labels that 

describe the fields contained 

in the file.  This file format 

does not contain edit mask 

information. 

30.  NOT AVAILABLE 
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 Output option “0” is used for special formats noted below. 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
DEFINITIONS 

  ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange).   

A standard table of seven-bit designations for digital representation of uppercase and 

lowercase Roman letters, numbers and special control characters in teletype, computer 

and word processor systems.  ASCII is used for alphanumeric communication by 

everyone except IBM, whose own similar code is called EBCDIC.  All data is converted 

into “displayable” text form.  This format is available in several pre-defined formats such 

as comma delimited with quotes around the string variables and can be customized to 

any type of delimiter and field surround.  

  BINARY.   

Meaning two. The principle behind digital computers. All input to the computer is 

converted into binary numbers made up of the two digits 0 and 1 (bits). 

  BIT.   

Abbreviation for binary digit, the minimum unit of binary information as stored in a 

computer system.  A bit can have only two states, on or off, which are commonly called 

ones (1) and zeros (0). 

  DBMS (Database Management System).   

A software package that enables end users or application programmers to share data.  

Builds, maintains, and generates reports from a database.   

  BYTE.   
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Shortened form of binary table, a byte is a group of eight bits handled as a logical unit.  

A bite is equivalent to a single character such as a letter, a dollar sign or a decimal 

point. 

  EBCDIC (Extended Binary-Coded Decimal Interchange Code).   

A coded character set consisting of eight-bit coded characters.  EBCDIC is the usual code 

generated by synchronous IBM devices.  All data is converted into “displayable” text and 

is translated into the EBCDIC character equivalents used by computers such as IBM 

mainframes.  The same formats that are available for ASCII files may be specified. 

  EDIT MASK.   

Combinations of the substitution and insertion characters that affect how a field is 

displayed on the output report.  The edit mask is not part of the actual data.  Edit masks 

can include commands that suppress leading zeros, insert dollar signs, place a decimal 

point, insert any character (like slashes in dates and dashes in id numbers). 

  KSAM and KSAM SD (Key-Sequential Access Method).   

Indexed output files that can be created with or without the self-describing file label. 

  MPE file.   

A file on the HP3000 that does not contain self-defining or key information.  These files 

are sometimes referred to as “flat” files.  These files must be accessed sequentially. 

  R:BASE.   

Relational DBMS for DOS and Windows.  It provides a complete programming language 

as well as an application generator for developing programs.  

  SD (Self-describing).   

MPE files, both Binary and ASCII formats, which contain a computer generated user 

label describing the fields contained in the file.  This file type can also be used as input 

to other DataExpress procedures. 

  SPSS-X.   

A statistical package from SPSS, Inc., that runs on PCs, most mainframes and minis and 

is used extensively in marketing research. It provides over 50 statistical processes, 

including regression analysis, correlation and analysis of variance.  

  STRING.  

A contiguous set of alphanumeric characters that does not contain numbers used for 

calculations. Names, addresses and error messages are examples of strings. 

 

 

3. Output File Paths – Where should files created by or used to 

write DataExpress procedures be stored? 

  When you log on to your HP3000 to create a DataExpress procedure, your actual log-on 

defines your ‘local’ (or default) group and account.  The group and account refer to the 

file system structure of the HP3000.  The account is typically your production account 

where your applications and data reside.  An example of an account name would be 

Pnnn (where nnn is your college number).  There are many groups in a single account.  

The most common groups are GEN and FAS.  Most users’ log-ons place them in the GEN 

group.  The local group for Financial Aid users is FAS.  So, for example, a common 

group/account path would be GEN.P050.  In the more rare circumstance, logging on as a 

manager defines the local group as PUB. 

  When saving the output of a DataExpress procedure as a file (KSAM or MPE) to be used 

in a multi-pass procedure, the default is to save the file in your local group/account 

(typically GEN.Pnnn).  You can, however, save the file to other valid groups.  It is not 

possible to save to other accounts when you’re not logged on to that account.   

  When accessing a saved file for use in writing a DataExpress procedure, it IS possible to 

access files from other valid groups AND accounts on your HP3000.  For example, you 
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could be logged on to GEN.P050 and write a DataExpress procedure that accesses a file 

located in PUB.PLIB as long as PUB is a valid group on your HP3000 and PLIB is a valid 

account.    

  Once you have created your DataExpress procedure, it will continue to point to the 

original group/account that was specified during the create process.  If the file moves, 

you must modify your procedure to point to the new location.  If your DataExpress 

procedure creates yet another saved file, that file can reside in any valid group in your 

log-on account. 

  NOTE:  It is possible and acceptable to create a DataExpress procedure that accesses 

multiple saved files from different locations. 

  NOTE:  Files created by batch job processing are typically located in the RUN or DATA 

groups. 

  Recommendation!  If you normally log-on the same way all the time, use your local 

group and account for saving files. 

 

 

4. Multi-pass Procedures 

  What is a multi-pass procedure? 

A multi-pass DataExpress procedure is one that utilizes extract files from previously run 

DataExpress procedures.  For example, you might run procedure#1 and save the output 

as file1.  Then, you run procedure#2 and save the output as file2.  In procedure#3, you 

link file1 to file2 to get a final result output that is your report. There are numerous 

ways to write and run a multi-pass procedure.  The number of passes is unlimited (to 

some degree).  The output files may all come from a single DataExpress procedure 

where the selection criteria entered are different for each pass.  The files can also be 

linked to Image databases, dictionary defined files, uploaded files, etc.  

  

  When is it appropriate to write a multi-pass procedure? 
 Use a multi-pass procedure when comparing similar data for different time periods, like a year-to 

year comparison of general ledger transactions.   

 Use a multi-pass procedure to un-duplicate data. Let’s say you want to create a report that 
returns a list of students who took any one of a number of select classes and then show whether 
or not those same students have met their English 101 requirement. This would involve a two-
pass procedure. 

 If you want to create a procedure in which you extract records and create a summary line output, 
use a multi-pass procedure to select or filter data based on the summary total. 

 Use a multi-pass procedure to link records in a reversed order. Normally you would link from any 
field (key or non-key) to a key field. If you need to reverse the linkage order, you must create a 
first pass of the usual to file, and save the output. Then, create the second pass of the from file 
and, when you save the output, define a key. The third pass would then access the two newly 
created files and allow you to reverse the order linking to the newly defined key field.  

 You can also considering writing a multi-pass procedure to help simplify a complex linking issue. 
 

In some cases, multi-pass procedures are necessary to get the correct extract.  In other cases a multi-
pass can be used to optionally. 
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